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Abstract
We show that the treatment effect estimated by standard methods such as regression
discontinuity analysis or difference-in-differences may contain a transient “learning
effect” that is entangled with the long term effect of the treatment. This learning
effect occurs when the variable of interest is the agents’ efforts, when treatment and
control correspond to success or failure: Success or failure gives agents information
about how much their effort matters, and consequently changes the amount of effort
they provide after treatment. We examine the impact of the learning effect and when
it is likely to be substantial.
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Natural experiments are widely used in economics to estimate treatment effects in
non-experimental settings. As is well known, randomness and explanatory power are
necessary but not sufficient for the identification of a structural parameter, because
a variety of factors can impede the straightforward mapping from reduced form
estimates to stable parameters of interest.5 This paper points out another issue to
consider in the construction and interpretation of these experiments, and discusses
the types of situations where this issue is more likely to be important: When selection
into the treatment depends upon the subjects’ effort, the treatment effect may depend
on their beliefs, and as in the Lucas [19] critique of the Phillips curve, these beliefs
may change as the subjects gain experience. Thus causal interpretations of the
treatment effect may not be as convincing as might have been supposed.
We focus on natural experiments where the “treatment” corresponds to “success”
or “failure,” and the subjects choose effort levels both before and after the treatment.
Being admitted to an exclusive school is a success; being bombed by the government
is a failure; winning an election is a success. In many of these circumstances success or
failure depends upon effort. While agents undoubtedly know this, they are generally
not certain of the extent to which their effort matters. In such settings, if the agent
makes an effort it is natural to interpret success as indicating “effort does indeed
matter” and failure as indicating “effort does not matter so much.” Our starting
point is a simple model of Bayesian updating in which subjects observe whether they
succeed or fail, but do not observe the underlying “score” variable that is used to
determine their treatment, so that success indeed signals that effort is likely to be
effective, and failure signals that it probably has less effect. As we explain, this effect
of learning on second-period effort has an important consequence for the evaluation
of treatment effects: If a success signals that effort matters, then success will lead
to increased effort, and if failure signals effort does not matter, then failure will lead
to decreased effort. Hence the treatment effect has two parts: a direct effect on
preferences and/or technology and a learning effect. Moreover, the learning effect
has a particular direction: The treatment corresponding to “success” leads to better
outcomes due to increased effort, and so the estimated treatment effect will be higher
than it would be in the absence of learning.
Chassang et al. [3] makes a related point: a treatment may have both a direct
effect, for example, bombing a village may destroy infrastructure useful to terrorists,
and an indirect effect through effort decisions, for example, bombing a village may
antagonize villagers so that they work less hard to prevent terrorist activity, but if
the subjects have heterogeneous initial beliefs about the efficacy of effort, an RCT
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cannot disentangle these two effects. We abstract from this by assuming that there is
only an indirect effect, or what amounts to the same thing, that the econometrician
is interested only in the combined direct and indirect effect. Hence our critique,
unlike Chassang et al. [3] and related work such as Chassang et al. [4], Chemla
and Hennessy [5], and Philipson and DeSimone [21] does not apply to randomized
control trials. By contrast we identify a new learning effect that poses a problem
for natural experiments even if initial beliefs are homogeneous. In a similar vein,
we assume that the treatment effect of interest is homogeneous, so that the local
average treatment effect is global, which avoids the potential confounds in regressiondiscontinuity estimates that was pointed out by Deaton [6]. We show that even absent
this confound learning effects create a confound of their own when the probability of
being assigned the treatment is endogenous, and depends both on the agent’s effort
and on an unknown state of the world
From a policy perspective the relative importance of the direct effect and the
learning effect makes a difference: How much learning takes place depends upon
what is known in advance, so the effect of the treatment depends upon the state
of knowledge. This in turn depends upon the amount of information available in
advance, upon the amount of experience the agents have, and so forth.
We use a very simple and stylized model to develop a precise characterization of
the confounds that can arise from neglecting learning effects in two leading methods
for analyzing natural experiments, namely regression discontinuity and difference-indifferences.6 In our model, both of these methods work perfectly in the absence of
learning, and indeed both the average treatment effect and the local average treatment effect reduce to a simple “treatment effect” that is the same for all subjects.
However, the estimates from these methods combine a persistent preference effect
and a more transient learning effect. We analyze the difference between the overall
treatment effect and its persistent component. We show that regression discontinuity
consistently estimates a local average treatment effect, and that when all agents start
with the same prior beliefs the difference-in-differences estimator gives an intermediate value between the average treatment effects for the treated and untreated. In
both cases, we give conditions under which the learning effect will be relatively small.
We also distinguish between a direct learning effect on effort and possible long-term
indirect consequences due to investment.
We apply our analysis to three well-known natural experiments, those of Dell and
Querubin [7], Lee [16] , and Hoekstra [15]. Dell and Querubin [7] uses a novel data
set based on the indices constructed by the US Air Force to decide which hamlets to
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bomb during the Vietnam War. The paper carefully and convincingly argues that
the hamlets that were bombed worked less hard to accommodate American interests.
That finding might suggest that the bombing campaign was counterproductive, but
we show that this conclusion does not follow. Intuitively, the idea is that the threat of
bombing may induce compliance, while actually being bombed may convince villagers
that compliance is pointless as they will be bombed anyway. Thus even though
the assignment is locally randomized, and the estimated average treatment effect is
consistently estimated, the implications of the estimated effects depend on the model
in which they are evaluated. Additional insight can be derived from Lyall [20], which
studies the indiscriminate shelling of Chechen villages by the Russians, where this
learning effect is less likely to be present, and reaches the opposite conclusion from
Dell and Querubin [7]. This contrary finding raises the possibility that in Dell and
Querubin [7] the preference effect may have been positive, while the learning effect
was negative. Because the econometrician only observes the combined effect of these
two forces, the coefficient estimates must be interpreted with care.
Lee [16] studies the effect of incumbency in elections to the U.S. House of Representatives, and finds that winning an election improves future election prospects
relative to losing.7 Lee interprets this as showing that incumbents have an electoral
advantage, perhaps due to a lower cost of campaigning. In principle this finding
is also subject to our criticism, as it might be that winning signals that campaign
effort is effective and so leads to greater effort in future elections, but we argue that
the learning effect is likely to be small in this setting. In particular the candidates
typically observe the vote differential, and in this case success and failure provide no
additional information about the benefits of effort.
Hoekstra [15] studies the effect of admission to a flagship college on subsequent
earnings, and finds a substantial impact based on a regression discontinuity analysis.
The time lag between the treatment and its measured effect is long enough that it
is hard to attribute this to a direct effect of learning. However, this could be due to
an indirect learning effect: those who just miss admission may conclude that effort
makes little difference and invest little in human capital during their college years,
resulting in lower earnings. Even if subsequently the “losers” discover that effort
matters, it may be too late to make up the human capital deficiency.
Section 1 of the paper lays out and analyzes our theoretical framework, in which
7
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the subjects are agents who need to decide how much effort to exert, and are uncertain about how effort changes the probability of success. Section 2 examines the
econometric issues, and computes the implications of our model for the estimated
treatment effects in regression discontinuity and difference-in-differences econometric
specifications. It shows that the estimated treatment effects are the sum of a preference effect that is independent of the subjects’ information and a learning effect that
depends on that information. Section 3 then applies our findings to two empirical
settings: the study of state violence and incumbency. Section 4 discusses broader
issues including the robustness of our results.
1. Theoretical Framework
1.1. The Model
We study a two period model t = 1, 2 with many agents i. In period 1 each agent is
assigned to a treatment Di1 ∈ {0, 1}. The treatment is determined by an assignment
variable xi1 , where the agent is treated when the assignment variable is positive, that
is Di1 = 1 if and only if xi1 > 0. In the applications we consider, xi1 might represent
the difference between a score and a threshold.8 In period 2 each agent observes their
treatment Di1 and their outcome yi2 , but not their assignment variable xi1 . They do
not observe the outcomes, assignments, or treatments of others.9
Our setting is a natural experiment in which the situation of the agent repeats
each period: Each period t = 1, 2, agent i determines a level of effort eit ∈ [0, 1].
Effort then influences the outcome variable yit = eit + it where the it have zero
mean and are independent of all other shocks. The assignment xit and “treatment”
Dit also recur each period; for example, if the treatment is the outcome of an election,
there will be a subsequent election. Effort also influences the assignment variable
according to the formula xit = γeit + ωit , where 1 ≥ γ ≥ 0 measures the efficacy of
effort and ωit is an iid random shock with cdf F .10
Effort in each period has benefits and costs. The key econometric problem is to
infer how these costs and benefits are changed by the treatment: For example, does
winning an election create an incumbency advantage? We divide the utility of effort
eit into three additive components. First the “treatment” from the perspective of the
8
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agent is utility relevant. We take Dit = 0 to represent failure (losing the election)
and Dit = 1 to represent success ( winning the election), and assume that there is
an additive bonus of 1 for achieving success. Second, there is an expected benefit of
effort U (eit ).11 We assume that the functional form of U is the same for all agents,
and incorporate all individual-specific differences in the cost component. Exerting
effort has constant marginal cost of ci1 > 0 in period 1, and constant marginal cost
of ci2 (Di1 ) in the second period. In this formulation, ci2 − ci1 captures all of the
changes in preferences and productivity brought about by the treatment Di1 . We
assume that the econometrician’s goal is to learn ci2 (Di1 ) − ci1 , which captures the
effect of the treatment on the underlying cost.
The agents know the distribution of ωit but are uncertain about the effectiveness
of effort, which is measured by γ. For simplicity we assume that agents contemplate
only two possible levels of γ, namely γ and γ with 1 ≥ γ > γ ≥ 0. Agent i assigns
prior probability 1 > pi1 > 0 to the state of the world γ = γ where effort matters
more.
Our assumptions imply that the only information each agent i observes about
the effectiveness of effort is their own treatment Di1 . Let pi2 (Di1 ) denote the agent’s
posterior after observing Di1 , as determined by Bayes law.12 To simplify the analysis,
we assume that agents are myopic and choose eit solely to maximize utility in period
t. This means that in period 2 they use their information from the treatment in
period 1, but do not alter their choice of ei1 to have a more informative signal about
how much effort matters. There are two reasons that this is plausible in the settings
we examine. First, the informational benefit of investing in greater effort is small,
and second, the benefits of that information are relatively long-run in nature, hence
highly discounted. For example, we do not think that high school students’ choice of
scholarly effort is likely to be influenced by the consideration that additional effort
will better reveal the benefits of effort some decades in the future. Moreover, as we
explain in Section 4.5, our results for regression discontinuities apply immediately to
the case of non-myopic agents, though the results for difference-in-differences become
less sharp.
We now make a strong functional form assumption that will eliminate many
complications in the econometric implementation of the model, and will let us focus
11
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we show in Theorem 2 below, higher levels of e generate more information about γ than lower ones,
at least when γ is small.
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attention on the econometric implications of learning by the agents.
Assumption. (Linear-Quadratic)
a. U (eit ) = u(eit − e2it /2) for a scalar constant u > 0 and eit ∈ [0, 1].
b. The support of F includes [−1, 0], and in this range F (ω) = F0 + f ω, with
F0 > f > 0.
c. γf + u > cit > γf .
We will show that these assumptions imply that the treatment effect is the same for
all agents, and is the same as the average treatment effect estimated by difference-indifferences estimation and the local average treatment effect estimated by regression
discontinuity analysis. The linear-quadratic functional forms may be viewed as a
convenient approximation and will lead to effort provision that is linear in cost and
beliefs, a property that is often used in applications.13 The final part of the assumption is that cost is of intermediate size: this will ensure the existence of an interior
solution to the optimal effort problem.
Our ultimate goal is to analyze what an econometrician can learn from observing
this system about the effect of treatment (Di1 ) on second-period effort ei2 and in particular what part of the observed effect is driven by changes in cost, which are likely
to be persistent, and what part of the observed effect is due to learning and likely
to be more transient. We discuss this further when we introduce the econometrician
formally in Section 2.
1.2. Learning and Optimal Effort
Agent i succeeds in period t if γeit + ωit > 0, which has probability 1 − F (−γeit ).
Thus the objective function for agent i in period t is
v(eit | pit , cit ) = pit (1 − F (−γeit )) + (1 − pit )(1 − F (−γeit )) + U (eit ) − cit eit .
We will consider three applications. One is a setting of civil strife, where a central
government faces an insurgency and bombs or shells villages. Here effort corresponds
to resisting the insurgents, and “success” corresponds to not being bombed, which is
Dit = 1 . One theory of the effect this might have is that bombing angers villagers
and makes them less sympathetic to the government and more sympathetic to the
insurgents, so that villagers are less inclined to resist. This corresponds to a change
13
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in preferences in which ci2 (0) > ci1 > ci2 (1), so that bombing lowers the marginal
utility of effort. Another theory is that bombing destroys infrastructure and makes
the village less attractive to insurgents, which makes it easier for villagers to resist.
This corresponds to a reduction in the cost of resistance so that ci2 (0) < ci1 < ci2 (1).
In the second application the setting is an election, and the agent is a candidate.
Here treatment Di1 = 1 is winning the first-period election and Di1 = 0 is losing it.
In this case one theory is that winning the election gives the winner, the incumbent,
an advantage in the subsequent election. This is the same as lowering the cost of
effort and corresponds to ci2 (1) < ci2 (0). Alternatively we could hypothesize that
incumbency raises the cost of effort. This would be the case if personal campaigning
is important and the politician who lives and works in Washington D.C. finds it
costly to campaign in her local district.
The third application is college admission, and the agent is an applicant. Here
the treatment Di1 = 1 is being admitted to a prestige school. One theory is that
admission to the prestige school gives the student a higher income yi2 due to better
education, better connections and so forth. In our model this corresponds to lowering
the cost of effort, i.e. ci2 (1) < ci2 (0). Alternatively it might make little difference
whether a student attends a prestige school or a slightly less prestigious school.
For given values of cit and pit agent i faces a simple static optimization problem.
In our linear quadratic model this has a unique closed-form solution ê(pit , cit ). Our
first result gives the key properties of that solution:
Theorem 1. Under the linear quadratic assumption the unique solution of agent i’s
problem in period t is linear in i’s cost and i’s belief, and is given by
êit = Γ0 − Γc cit + Γ` pit
where Γ0 = 1 + γf /u, Γc = (1/u),and Γ` = (f /u)(γ − γ).
Proof. The derivative of the objective function is


pit γf − γf + γf + u − ueit − cit .
The second derivative is −u < 0 and by assumption this is positive at the lower
boundary eit = 0 and negative at the upper boundary eit = 1 so the solution is the
interior one given in the theorem.
Our second main result is that the posterior probability that γ = γ is higher after
success, and that this effect is weaker when the agent’s prior is closer to 0 or 1 as
measured by κi1 = |1 − 2pi1 |. We also show that the way the agents update their
8

beliefs depends on their effort, and that higher levels of e1 are more informative.
These facts will have important consequences when we analyze the sensitivity of
the estimated treatment effects to the confounding effects of the agent’s inference
process.
Theorem 2. Under the linear quadratic assumption
1. pi2 (1) > pi1 > pi2 (0).
2. pi2 (0) is strictly decreasing in ei1 , and pi2 (1) is strictly increasing in ei1 .
3. pi2 (Di1 ) is strictly increasing in F0
4. The change in posterior satisfies
|pi2 (Di1 ) − pi1 | ≤

1
(1 − κi1 ).
min{F (−γ), 1 − F (0)}

Result (1) says that success (Di1 = 1) is evidence that effort matters more. This
reflects the fact that for any given effort level success is more likely if effort matters
more.
Result (2) says that the signal is more informative when there is higher effort.
This comes from the assumed multiplicative interaction between effort and the state
of the world.
To understand result (3), suppose the threshold for success is not 0 but χ, so that
failure occurs when γeit + ωit ≤ χ. Then the probability of failure is F (χ − γeit ) =
F0 +f χ−f γeit , and we see that an increase in the threshold increases the probability
of failure in the same way as an increase in F0 . A higher probability of failure means
that a failure has less of an effect on the posterior, and so failure lowers the posterior
less in the case of failure and raises it more in the case of success.
The final result says that greater certainty results in less change in the posterior.
Proof. Let Pr(Di1 | γ) denote the conditional probability of the treatment Di1 given
γ. We can write Bayes law as


Pr(Di1 |γ)
pi1
(1)
pi2 (Di1 ) =
pi1 Pr(Di1 |γ) + (1 − pi1 ) Pr(Di1 |γ)


1
=
pi1
pi1 + (1 − pi1 ) Pr(Di1 |γ)/ Pr(Di1 |γ)
which is increasing in the likelihood ratio L(Di1 ) ≡ Pr(Di1 |γ)/ Pr(Di1 |γ). For Di1 =
0 we have
L(0) =

Pr(0|γ)
F0 − γei1
=
< 1,
Pr(0|γ)
F0 − γei1
9

and for Di1 = 1 we have
L(1) =

Pr(1|γ)
1 − F0 + γei1
=
> 1,
Pr(1|γ)
1 − F0 + γei1

from which it follows that pi2 (1) > pi1 > pi2 (0), which proves (1).
To prove (2), observe that L(0) is strictly decreasing in ei1 , and L(1) is strictly
increasing in ei1 , so pi2 (Di1 ) has the same properties.
To prove (3), observe that L(0) and L(1) are both strictly increasing in F0 .
To prove the final claim in the theorem, note that from Bayes law in equation 1
(1 − pi1 )(Pr(Di1 |γ) − Pr(Di1 |γ))
pi2 (Di1 ) − pi1
=
pi1
pi1 Pr(Di1 |γ) + (1 − pi1 ) Pr(Di1 |γ)
≤

1
.
min{Pr(Di1 |γ), Pr(Di1 |γ)}

The result then follows from minimizing the probabilities in the denominator over
êi1 .
By reversing the role of γ and γ the bound also holds for 1−pi1 . Since min{pi1 , 1−
pi1 } = 1 − |1 − 2pi1 | the result follows.
2. The Econometrician’s Problem
Now we turn to the problem faced by an econometrician who has tools ke to
estimate the effect of Di1 on êi2 As we shall this estimate will combine e two effects, a
preference effect and a learning effect, that have very different implications for both
persistence and for policy. Consequently the econometrician would like to isolate
these two effects, but as we show this separation is typically not possible.
Once the econometrician has determined what they want to learn, the next step is
to develop estimators that are consistent for particular population moments. Hence
averages over the population, integrating out the agent labels i, are an important
part of the analysis. To define these averages we postulate that agents i with costs ci1
and priors pi1 are drawn from an underlying probability distribution that we assume
has a continuous density on an open set.14
The distribution on costs and priors, combined with the decision rule for effort
êi1 = Γ0 − Γc c1t + Γ` pi1 , the definition of the assignment variable xi1 = γêi1 + ωi1 ,
14
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outcome variable yit = eit + it and Bayes Law induce a joint distribution over the
assignment variables, priors pi1 , outcomes yit , treatments Dit , and the posteriors
pi2 (0), pi2 (1). In this section we will take conditional expectations with respect to
this joint distribution. For example, if X is a cylinder set event corresponding
to realizations of the treatment variable, we will write E [pi2 (0) | X ], where this
expectation does not depend on the agent label i, which has been integrated out.
To eliminate many complications in the econometric implementation of the model,
and let us focus on the implication of learning, we assume that the impact of firstperiod treatment on second-period costs is the same for all of the agents.
Assumption. (Limited Heterogeneity) ci2 (Di1 ) = c1i + C(Di1 ) + i , where the i
are i.i.d. shocks with zero mean, and C(Di1 ) is a common effect of the treatment on
preferences.
Treatment, Preference, and Learning Effects
The treatment effect of Di1 on êi2 is the expected difference in second-period effort
of two agents with identical period-1 characteristics, one of whom is treated and the
other is not. The treatment effect for a specific individual i is given by
T Ei ≡ êi2 (pi2 (1), ci2 (1)) − êi2 (pi2 (0), ci2 (0)).
From Theorem 1, the linear-quadratic assumption implies that
T Ei ≡ Γc (ci2 (0) − ci2 (1)) + Γ` (pi2 (1) − pi2 (0)).
Under the limited heterogeneity assumption, this can be written as
T Ei ≡ Γc (C(0) − C(1)) + Γ` (pi2 (1) − pi2 (0)).
We will call P E ≡ Γc (C(1) − C(0)) the “preference effect.” Under the limited heterogeneity assumption, this effect is the same for all of the agents. In contrast, the
learning effect LEi ≡ Γ` (pi2 (1) − pi2 (0)) varies across the agents. This is true even if
they all have the same prior pi1 = p1 , because the posterior beliefs depend on effort,
and with heterogeneous first-period costs ci1 , the first-period efforts êi1 will also be
heterogeneous.
One goal of the econometrician is to estimate the preference effect. As we will see,
to do this it will be helpful to also estimate or at least bound the learning effect. To
this end, let X0 , X1 be two events corresponding to realizations of the assignment
variable xi1 , with the assignment variable negative in X0 , so that Di1 = 0, and
positive in X, so Di1 = 1. In what follows we will consider various definitions of
these sets.
11

For events X0 , X1 we define the weighted average learning effect by15
W A`E ≡ Γ` (E [pi2 (1) − pi1 | X1 ] − E [pi2 (0) − pi1 | X0 ]) .
This is the expected difference between the learning effect on the two sets of agents,
where the conditioning includes the fact that agents with different priors and/or
costs will have chosen different levels of first-period effort and so a) face different
probability distributions over the assignment variable and b) update their beliefs for
a given assignment in different ways. Because higher effort makes better outcomes
more likely, and treatment leads agents to expend higher second-period effort, both
of these effects go in the same direction, so W A`E is always strictly positive. To
bound its size, we use the average prior strength
κj ≡ E [|1 − 2pi1 | |Xj ] ,
which again incorporates the selection effect of diverse priors and costs.
Combining the definition of the W A`E with Theorem 2 yields
Theorem 3.
0 < W A`E <

Γ`
(2 − κ1 − κ0 ).
min{F (−γ), 1 − F (0)}

Proof. Part 1 of Theorem 2 shows that pi2 (1) − pi1 > 0. Combined with Part 4 for
Di1 = 1 this is
0 < pi2 (1) − pi1 ≤

1
(1 − κi1 ).
min{F (−γ), 1 − F (0)}

Part 1 of Theorem 2 also shows that pi2 (0) − pi1 < 0. Combined with Part 4 for
Di1 = 0 this is
0 < − (pi2 (0) − pi1 ) = |pi2 (0) − pi1 | ≤
Hence

1
(1 − κi1 ).
min{F (−γ), 1 − F (0)}

1
(1 − κ1 )
min{F (−γ), 1 − F (0)}
1
0 < −E [pi2 (0) − pi1 | X0 ] ≤
(1 − κ0 ).
min{F (−γ), 1 − F (0)}
0 < E [pi2 (1) − pi1 | X1 ] ≤

15
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This theorem shows that the W A`E will be small when agents have high confidence in whether the state is γ or γ (so that κ0 and κ1 are near 1), or when the state
does not much matter (so that γ − γ is small). In either of these cases, the agents
have a good sense of the effectiveness of effort, and so learning does not have much
impact on their choice of effort in the second period. As we will see, difference-indifferences or regression discontinuity estimates of T E will then both provide good
approximations of the P E, but the estimates can be far from the P E when the
W A`E is large.
2.1. Estimation
To estimate the treatment, preference, and learning effects, the econometrician
uses observations of the second period outcome yi2 . The econometrician also observes
either yi1 or xi1 . In the former case the econometrician uses difference-in-differences
to estimate an average treatment effect; in the latter case they use a regression discontinuity analysis to estimate a local average treatment effect. If the econometrician
observes both they may use either or both separately. Here we determine what is
estimated by these two different techniques.
Regression Discontinuity
Suppose that the econometrician observes each agent’s assignment variable xi1 ,
and wishes to compare the second-period behavior of agents whose assignment variable is just above or below the cutoff. To analyze this, let X1a = [0, a] and X0a =
[−a, 0]. With enough data the econometrician can consistently estimate E [y2 | X1a ]
and E [y2 | X0a ]. Since yit = eit +it where the it have zero mean and are independent
of all other shocks and from Theorem 1 êit = Γ0 − Γc cit + Γ` pit , iterated expectations
implies
E [yi2 | X0a ] = Γ0 − Γc E [ci1 | X0a ] − Γc C(0) + Γ` E [pi2 (0) | X0a ]
and
E [yi2 | X1a ] = Γ0 − Γc E [ci1 | X1a ] − Γc C(1) + Γ` E [pi2 (1) | X1a ] .
It follows that
E [yi2 | X1a ] − E [yi2 | X0a ] =
P E − Γc (E [ci1 |X1a ] − E [ci1 |X0a ]) + Γ` (E [pi2 (1) | X1a ] − E [pi2 (0) | X0a ]) .
Now let
W A`E(a) ≡ Γ` (E [pi2 (1) − pi1 | X1a ] − E [pi2 (0) − pi1 | X0a ]) .
13

Because the ci1 and pi1 have a continuous joint density, and effort is a continuous
function of cost and prior beliefs, these expectations are continuous in a, so in the
limit as a → 0 the two averages whose difference defines the W A`E are taken with
respect to the same weights. Thus W A`E = lima→0 W A`E(a) is a consistent local
estimate of the learning effect LE.
Theorem 4. The econometrician can consistently estimate the local average treatment effect,
LAT E = P E + W A`E.
Thus our critique of the regression discontinuity approach is not that it gives an
inconsistent estimate of the LATE, but rather that it might not be the real effect of
interest. 16
Difference-in-Differences
Suppose that the econometrician observes the outcomes yit in both periods. As
these are noisy signals of each agent’s effort in each period, she can apply a differencein-differences estimator. In this case
yi2 − yi1 = êi2 − êi1 + 2i − 1i = Γc (C(Di1 ) + i ) + Γ` (pi2 (D1i ) − pi1 ) + i2 − i1 .
Hence the subsample mean m(D1 ) is a consistent estimate of
E [Γc C(D1 ) + Γ` (pi2 (D1 ) − pi1 ) | XD1 ]
where X0 = {xi1 < 0} and X1 = {xi1 > 0}.
Theorem 5. The difference in subsample means m(1) − m(0) is a consistent estimator17 of the difference-in-differences effect,
DIDE ≡ P E + W A`E,
where as above the W A`E is with respect to X0 = {xi1 < 0} and X1 = {xi1 > 0}.
16

Deaton [6] makes a similar criticism of regression discontinuities for a different reason, that of
heterogeneous treatment effects
17
Unmeasured characteristics are more likely to have the same effect on both groups if the groups
have similar distributions of characteristics. Researchers typically use methods such as matching
and synthetic controls to ensure this.
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To understand better what the W A`E means in difference-in-differences estimation, consider first the case where all agents have the same prior pi1 = p1 about the
distribution of γ. In this case the difference between the groups X0 and X1 comes
about solely because of the differential effort induced by different first-period costs,
and on average agents in X0 will have lower effort levels than agents in X1 . From
Theorem 2 we can use this to analyze the bias in the DIDE. Define for j = 0, 1
ALEj ≡ E [Γ` (E [pi2 (1) − pi1 | Xj ] − E [pi2 (0) − pi1 | Xj ])]
where E [pi2 (1) − pi1 | X0 ] computes the conditional expectation of the counterfactual
beliefs that individuals in X0 would have had had they observed success instead of
failure and E [pi2 (0) − pi1 | X1 ] is the corresponding counterfactual for individuals
who succeeded. Correspondingly, let AT Ej ≡ P E + ALEj .
Theorem 6. When all agents have the same prior, ALE1 ≥ W A`E ≥ ALE0 so
AT E1 ≥ DIDE ≥ AT E0 .
In other words, the DIDE lies in between the average treatment effect for the
two groups and may be viewed as a reasonable compromise between the larger and
smaller effects. However, as with regression discontinuity, our main point is not
about the accuracy of the estimated effect but rather a caution about its relevance.
Proof. Because the assignment variable in X1 stochastically dominates that in X0 ,
and the probability that xi1 > 0 is monotone increasing in first-period effort, it
follows that the same is true for the effort levels. From Theorem 2 it then follows
that the posterior pi2 (1) inX1 stochastically dominates that in X0 and the posterior
pi2 (0) in X0 stochastically dominates that in X1 . Hence
E [pi2 (1) − p1 | X1 ] ≥ E [pi2 (1) − p1 | X0 ]
and
E [pi2 (0) − p1 | X0 ] ≥ E [pi2 (0) − p1 | X1 ] .
Hence
ALE0 ≡ E [pi2 (1) − p1 | X0 ] − E [pi2 (0) − p1 | X0 ]
≤ E [pi2 (1) − p1 | X1 ] − E [pi2 (0) − p1 | X0 ] = W A`E
and
ALE1 ≡ E [pi2 (1) − p1 | X1 ] − E [pi2 (0) − p1 | X1 ]
≥ E [pi2 (1) − p1 | X1 ] − E [pi2 (0) − p1 | X0 ] = W A`E,
giving the stated result.
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Theorem 6 assumes that all agents have the same prior beliefs. When instead
the priors are heterogeneous, the picture is more complicated. Here the agents in
group X0 will be more pessimistic about the effect of effort than those in group
X1 . However, optimism and pessimism do not map directly onto the strength of
the learning effect, as it is the degree of confidence κi1 that matters. For example,
suppose that initial costs are homogeneous and priors heterogeneous, with pessimists
who are fairly sure effort does not matter, and optimists who are fairly sure that it
does. Then the successes will mostly be optimists and the failures pessimists, and
each sort of agent will be more likely to observe the treatment that they expected,
which moves their priors less than when they see the opposite treatment. Hence the
W A`E will be quite small compared to the ALE for each group, so the W A`E will
understate the true learning effect. Section 4.4explains why the conclusion of the
theorem may also fail when the agent has a multi-dimensional learning problem.
2.2. Identification and Bias
We have showed that both regression discontinuity (LAT E) and difference-indifferences (DIDE) are consistent estimators for the sum of the preference effect
P E and a form of the weighted average learning effect W A`E. In neither case are
the two effects separately identified. Theorem 3 shows that the W A`E is always
positive, so that the LAT E and DIDE always overestimate the preference effect
P E. In particular, if they are negative then the P E is negative as well.
It is important to recognize that the P E and W A`E have rather different implications for policy: the former does not depend upon the agents’ prior beliefs but
the latter does. Suppose, for example, that empirical analysis established that the
treatment has a positive effect in the sense that P E + W A`E > 0, but that this
was due to a strong learning effect, and that the P E is actually negative. If the
treatment were then recommended and widely used, uncertainty about the effect of
effort would diminish, so from Theorem 2 the learning effect would diminish as well,
and the effect of the treatment would then be negative rather than positive. By
contrast negative estimated values of P E + W A`E are robust to learning and so are
more useful for policy purposes than positive values.
The procedures described above will yield approximately correct estimates of
P E when the learning effect is small. We consider several scenarios under which this
seems likely to be the case.
Success or Failure Uninformative
The learning effect will vanish for the regression discontinuity estimate if the
agents observe xi1 , as they may if the underlying score variable is a test score or the
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vote differential in an election. In this case, their success or failure gives agents no
additional information about the efficacy of effort beyond the information contained
in xi1 , so their posterior is pi2 (xi1 ) independent of Di1 . As pi2 is continuous in xi1 ,
this implies that near the threshold where xi1 = 0 there is no discontinuity due to
learning, and the regression discontinuity estimate will be equal to P E. Note that
this logic need not apply to difference-in-differences estimation. While it is true
that beliefs do not depend on Di1 , they do depend on xi1 . If xi1 is observed by the
econometrician as well as by the agent, it can be included in the regression, which
eliminates the learning effect. However, if xi1 is not included in the regression, then
Di1 will proxy for xi1 , and there will still be a bias due to the learning effect.
Long Time Lag
The learning effect arises because with a small sample, idiosyncratic differences
in information between different agents matter. As time goes on and samples grow
larger, estimates will converge and the learning effect will diminish. Hence if a long
period elapses between the signal of success or failure and the second period effort
choice agents may have acquired additional information about the effect of effort and
the learning effect will be attenuated.
There are two caveats. First, it should be noted that if effort has a large effect
(γ = γ ), then the losers will reach the wrong conclusion and reduce their effort.
This means that they will get less feedback about whether effort matters, so it may
take a long time before they learn the truth. Second, learning may have a persistent
indirect effect, for example if effort is an investment.
3. Applications
3.1. State Violence
The effect of state violence on insurgencies has received considerable attention in
the political economy literature. The setting is one of civil strife where a central government faces an insurgency and bombs or shells agents who correspond to villages.
Here effort eit corresponds to resisting the insurgents, xi1 is the score the Air Force
assigned to village i, and Dit = 0 corresponds to village i being bombed. One theory
is that bombing angers villagers, making them less inclined to resist, so C(0) > C(1).
A competing theory is that bombing destroys infrastructure and makes the village
less attractive to insurgents so C(0) < C(1).
Dell and Querubin [7] uses a novel data set based on the indices used by the US
Air Force to decide which hamlets to bomb during the Vietnam War. Villages were
assigned initial scores that researchers observed (with some difficulty) but villagers
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did not. Villages were then put into a small number of categories based on their
scores and bombed (or not) accordingly.18 The researchers also observed several
different outcome measures yi2 of subsequent effort , including an ex post set of
scores. Dell and Querubin [7] compares the outcomes of villages with initial scores
just below the threshold with the outcomes of villages that were just above it to
estimate the treatment effect of bombing by regression discontinuity analysis, and
find that “[b]ombing increased the military and political activities of the communist
insurgency, weakened local government administration and lowered non-communist
civic engagement.” 19
Our analysis suggests that the negative treatment effect of bombing on compliance
that Dell and Querubin [7] identified may have been due to learning, and that the
preference effect may well have been either zero or positive. That is, the villages that
were bombed may have concluded effort did not matter very much and so reduced
their effort. This always leads to a negative estimated effect if the preference effect
is zero, and can lead to negative estimates despite a positive preference effect if the
villagers were sufficiently uncertain about how much effort mattered.
There is evidence that villagers were indeed fairly uncertain about the links between their effort and their probability of being bombed. It is true that the U.S.
dropped leaflets to advertise that effort matters (Dell and Querubin [7]), which might
have led villagers to believe that effort matters, but the leaflets did not answer the
question of how much effort matters. Moreover, while villagers might have had some
information about whether other villages were bombed, they seem less likely to have
had information about how much effort those villages made, so their own experience
of being bombed or not would still have been an important source of information
about the strength of incentives. We conclude that we cannot tell from Dell and
Querubin [7] whether the induced change was the result of a change in preferences
or a more ephemeral effect of learning.
To assess the preference effect of state violence, researchers need a setting where
there was a high degree of certainty about the efficacy of effort. This appears to
have been the case in the study of Lyall [20] using Chechen data. Here Russian
military doctrine called for random and unpredictable shelling independent of effort.
It appears that not only was this doctrine adhered to, but was enhanced by the
fact that the targeting of villages was largely performed by soldiers who had been
18
Our simple model has only a single threshold; the next section briefly discusses the extension
to multiple thresholds.
19
They also compare the punishments used in U.S. Army administered areas to the rewards used
in U.S. Marine Corp areas. As this is a different question we do not comment on that analysis here.
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drinking heavily. Of course the mere fact that targeting was indiscriminate does
not indicate that villagers knew this, but Lyall [20] gives evidence that this was the
case, ranging from the fact that the drunken behavior of Russian soldiers was well
known to villagers to the fact that the villagers made formal complaints about being
targeted for no reason. Thus in the Lyall [20] study there is reason to believe that
learning effects were small. Here the outcome measure of effort yit was insurgent
activity with yi1 before the shelling and yi2 after the shelling.20 Lyall [20] estimates
the effect of shelling using difference-in-differences, and finds that insurgent activity
decreased after shelling, the opposite conclusion from Dell and Querubin [7].
There are many differences between Chechnya and Vietnam, including their prevailing religious and cultural norms, but it appears to be the general view in the
state-violence literature that lessons learned from one conflict are applicable to another. If this is the case, then a possible conclusion is that bombing and shelling does
work in the sense of increasing effort, but this effect may be offset in the short run
when the people being bombed are uncertain how much their effort matters. Notice
that this conclusion reconciles the view that state violence works—which is presumably what motivated the bombing campaign—with the empirical findings that it does
not.
3.2. Incumbency
It is widely believed that incumbents have an electoral advantage. To fit this
into our framework, suppose that the agent is a candidate for elective office. The
treatment Di1 = 1 corresponds to winning the election, and Di1 = 0 to losing it.
Effort corresponds to campaign effort. Here the treatment corresponds to Di1 = 1
and an incumbency effect means that winning an election gives the incumbent an
advantage in subsequent elections, perhaps because incumbents receive free publicity
by virtue of their office, or because they can do favors for their constituents. All of
this lowers the cost of effort, that is C(1) < C(0), so it should increase effort and the
chances of success in subsequent elections. Note however that there could also be an
effect in the opposite direction: For example, it might be that personal campaigning
is important and an incumbent politician who lives and works in Washington D.C.
might find it costly to campaign in her local district.
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Strictly speaking, if the shelling was indiscriminate difference-in-differences is not needed, as
the treated and untreated villages should be the same. Lyall [20] is conservative in this respect,
although in fact his data shows very little difference in insurgent activity (effort) in the treated and
untreated villages prior to shelling. This is consistent with the idea that the shelling was indeed
indiscriminate.
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This issue was studied by Lee [16]. The outcome measure yi2 was the vote share
in the subsequent election and the data was analyzed using a regression discontinuity
analysis. Here the latent variable xi1 is the vote differential and naturally those who
just lose an election are not so different from those who just win. Lee [16] finds
a substantial discontinuity indicating that just barely winning greatly increases the
chances of future success.
As in Dell and Querubin [7], effort provision here is endogenous and depends
upon beliefs about the efficacy of effort in turning out votes. Moreover, this goes in
the “wrong” direction for Lee: The learning effect means that winners would provide
more effort and losers less, so a positive effect could in principle be due to learning and
not a true incumbency effect through the cost function. However, there is reason to
believe that the learning effect is small here. First, political parties have a lot of data
about past elections, so they probably have a pretty good idea about the efficacy of
effort. Second, even if this is not the case, the latent variable xi1 is directly observed,
so the actual success or failure conveys no additional information, and we predict
the learning effect will not be present.21
3.3. Education
In the educational setting there is a great deal of interest in whether attending a
prestigious school is beneficial, for example, if it increases future earnings. Here we
suppose that the agents are applicants, and that the treatment Di1 = 1 corresponds
to being admitted to a prestigious school, so that the xi1 are the test scores used
to determine admission. Here the initial value ci1 represents the applicant’s intrinsic
ability, with higher ability corresponding to a lower cost of effort. The preference
effect C(1) − C(0) represents the value added from attending the prestige school.
Hoekstra [15] studied this setting with the outcome measure yi2 of effort being
earnings roughly ten years after the admissions decision, and analyzed the data using
a regression discontinuity analysis. The paper says that
“the admission rule was never published or revealed by the university and,
in fact, was changed (albeit moderately) from year to year. Consequently,
it is unlikely that the applicant would know, prior to applying, whether
she was just above the cutoff or just below it.”
21
Note that direct observation of the underlying index would not have this consequence if the
threshold itself was uncertain, as then success or failure would contain additional information. This
does not seem relevant in the elections Lee [16] studies, as the candidates presumably knew the
rules. Note also that candidates may well have information also about other elections, but as we
do not expect a learning effect in this setting , it is not relevant.
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Moreover, individual students may often not know very much about the effort levels
of other students. As a consequence, this study is subject to a possible learning effect,
because being admitted or rejected conveyed information about the effectiveness of
effort. However, the paper finds a strong effect after nearly a decade: Those who just
made it over the line had about 20% higher earnings than those who just missed,
and it is implausible that a direct learning effect this strong would persist over such
a long period of time. An indirect effect might have greater persistence, because
effort in schooling represents an investment, and the timing of that investment is
important. Hence the losers might eventually learn the truth, but by the time they
do they will have acquired less human capital than the winners, and it may be quite
costly to make up the difference.
Note also that if it was revealed to applicants how close they were to the cutoff,
then admission would no longer signal that “effort matters.” Hence if we could
show that the estimated impact on earnings is robust to the informational condition,
we could reach a stronger conclusion. The strength of the learning effect is also
important for assessing changes in admission policies.
To see how the learning effect matters in the setting of our baseline model, consider an admissions policy that lowers the threshold for success for a disadvantaged
group and that applicants know by how much the threshold is changed. To understand the decomposition of the treatment effect into a preference and learning effect
we consider the impact of the change on the disadvantaged group in two opposite
cases: Either there is only a preference effect or there is only a learning effect.22
If there is only a preference effect, then more disadvantaged applicants receive
the benefit of the preference effect C(1) − C(0): these applicants have lower effort
cost in the second period, provide more effort and achieve greater earnings yi2 . If
there is only a learning effect, the impact on disadvantaged applicants depends on
whether their status is changed by the change in threshold. Recall that the decrease
in threshold is equivalent to lowering F0 ,decreasing the probability of failure. Under
the linear-quadratic assumption, this does not change the marginal incentives for
first period effort, so by Theorem 1 first period effort provision does not change.
Hence for applicants who are admitted under the new policy but would not have
been under the old there is a benefit from the learning effect: They achieve success
and their posterior beliefs increase, rather than failing and having decreased posterior
beliefs. Thus these admittees have a greater second period effort and higher earnings
22

Here we assume the preference effect benefits of admission are not changed by the change
in policy, and do not consider how it might impact members of other groups. Applicants whose
thresholds are raised would face the opposite effects.
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yi2 than they would have had in the absence of the program. The effect of lowering
the threshold is different for disadvantaged applicants who would not have been
admitted under either threshold, and also for those who would have been admitted
under both thresholds. From Theorem 2 part (3), their posteriors are lower under the
new threshold than under the old one. This means that both groups provide lower
effort and have lower second period earnings yi2 ,so both of these groups are harmed.
Thus to evaluate the overall effect of the change on the disadvantaged applicants,
we must weight the beneficial effect of learning on the disadvantaged applicants who
are admitted only because of the new threshold against the negative impact on the
other disadvantaged applicants.
Of course this analysis presumes that the applicants are only uncertain about
the effectiveness of effort and not about the threshold itself, so that they know the
probability of being admitted when they take no effort at all. Section 4.4 discusses
the more complex case where both the effectiveness of effort and the cutoff are both
unknown.
4. Discussion
4.1. Implications for Policy
What is the relevance of the estimated treatment effects for policy decisions about
which treatments to implement? Note first that the benefit of the treatment is
not simply that the treated group behaves differently from the non-treated group.
For example, admission to an exclusive college as a reward may induce high school
students to study more if they extrapolate their college application experience to the
rewards to effort in college. In other words, part of the benefit of treatment is that
it provides incentives for effort both before and after treatment. This implies policy
evaluations may have to weigh increased effort due to incentives against decreased
effort ex-post due to failure. A good example of this is the question of how and
whether state violence “works.” Answering the narrow question of whether villages
that are bombed as part of a bombing campaign comply more or less than villages
that are not bombed does not answer the larger question of whether a bombing
campaign may be desirable because the threat of bombing induces compliance.
Second, it clearly matters for policy whether the treatment effect is due to a
change in preferences or to learning. Suppose that the treatment reduces ex post
effort. It seems then as if there is a tradeoff between the reduced effort due to failure
and the increased effort due to incentives. If the effect of the treatment is solely
due to a change in preferences this is correct. Suppose, however, that most or all
of the reduction in ex post effort is due to learning. Here, although it is true that
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agents who fail lower their effort level, they still provide a higher level of effort than
they would have in the absence of incentives. Hence if the treatment effect is due
to learning there is in fact no trade off between incentives and the treatment effect,
and the estimated treatment effect is not relevant to the evaluation of the policy.
4.2. Time Lags
In some of the settings we would like to consider, the measurement may be taken
long after second period effort is made, or both effort and measurement may take
place long after the treatment. In other settings, there may be more than two
periods, for example a third election after the second, a third round of bombing after
the second, and so forth. We will briefly indicate some of the considerations that
impact the learning effect.
As we noted in Section 2.2, if the outcome occurs long after the treatment we
would not expect the direct learning effect to be important: as time goes on additional
data beyond the treatment will be acquired and the learning effect will diminish. For
example, in the Dell et al. [8] study the effect of being conquered by the Khmer 150
years ago on current economic prosperity in South Vietnam is unlikely to have a
substantial learning component. To loosely relate this to our model, suppose that
the effort used to deter takeovers by outsiders is detrimental to economic development. Then villagers who resisted invasion would infer that effort is effective and
so work harder at deterrence, which could lower their economic well-being. It seems
unlikely that this sort of learning would have a persistent direct effect, though it is
conceivable that it could have a persistent indirect effect through its effect on culture
and institutions.
The situation with respect to preferences is more complicated and context dependent. We might expect that the preference effect also declines over time; for example
the effect on preferences of a bombing that took place several days ago might well be
greater than a bombing that took place several decades ago. Second, the impact of
additional “treatments” beyond the first one might attenuate as well. In the case of
incumbency, winning additional elections might have relatively little effect. On the
other hand, while bombing or shelling a second time might have less impact than
the first time, it could still be substantial.
Finally, we have assumed that the agents’ second period problem is similar to their
problem in the first period, but over time the incentive structure might well change.
In the case of state violence, for example, the incentives are designed to influence a
conflict that will eventually end, and we may be primarily interested in the long-term
effects of the treatment after the conflict has ended, when the effort incentives as
measured by γ will no longer be present. This should lead to a reduction of effort
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for both the treated and control groups, and also means that inferences about γ
based on first period data are irrelevant: Everyone knows that there will be no more
bombing after the war ends, regardless of effort. Nevertheless the preference effect
may persist, and we may wonder whether it does. This has implications for data
gathering. For example in Dell and Querubin [7] it might not have been practical to
get post-war data on villages, but it might be possible to focus on data about effort
gathered near the end of the war, when it was obvious that the Americans were going
to lose and the bombing would stop.
4.3. Multiple Treatment Thresholds
In examining regression discontinuities we have assumed that there is a single
treatment and a single threshold. There might in fact be several: For example, if
xi1 represents a normalized test score, then a positive value might mean admission
to an exclusive college, while a score between −1 and 0 might mean admission to a
less exclusive college, and a score less than −1 might mean not being admitted to
any college at all.
The presence of multiple thresholds potentially complicates analysis as it can lead
to non-convexities in the agent’s objective function. Here we assume that the agents
fall into several groups, perhaps corresponding to “good students” (low cost of effort)
and “poor students” (high cost of effort). The idea is that for the “poor students”
the relevant threshold is the one between no college and college, while for the good
students the relevant threshold is between a more or less exclusive college. In this
case we can apply our analysis separately to each group, assuming each faces a single
threshold.
The key point is that multiple thresholds enable us to observe the treatment
effect for different effort levels. That is, the group of poor students produces lower
effort than the group of good students. Moreover, from Theorem 2, the strength of
the learning effect is greater at higher effort levels where the signal is more revealing.
Hence if learning is important we should see a stronger treatment effect for the higher
effort groups.23
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In Dell and Querubin [7] there are in fact multiple thresholds. In their data the lower effort
hamlets do appear to have a smaller treatment effect, but because there is relatively little data
on low-effort hamlets that were not bombed, the difference between groups is not statistically
significant. And of course there are other possible explanations for this, for example the utility loss
of being bombed might have been lower in low-effort villages.
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4.4. Multi-dimensional Learning
Our model of learning is designed to capture the idea that success signals that
effort matters and failure signals that it does not. This follows from the fact that
agents are uncertain about the extent to which effort lowers the probability of failure.
In our baseline model, they are however certain about the probability of success
when no effort is made. More generally, they might also be uncertain about the
probability of success when they take no effort, perhaps because they are uncertain
of the threshold used to determine success. To model this, suppose that the effect
of effort is given by χ + γeit + ωit where χ may take on one of two values χ, χ with
χ > χ. Here χ represents the possibility that success is relatively likely, for example,
that a test has a low passing score. The agent is uncertain about both χ and γ, so
their beliefs have the form pit (χ, γ).
We strengthen the linear quadratic assumption so that F is linear in ω over the
range [−1−χ, −χ]. In this case χ does not have any direct effect on effort, so Theorem
1 remains correct as stated with respect to the induced marginal distribution p̃i1 over
γ. Suppose, moreover, that we make the normalization that the prior expected value
of χ is zero, that is p̃i1 (χ)χ + p̃i1 (χ)χ = 0. If the prior is independent between χ and
γ, so that pi1 (χ, γ) = p̃i1 (χ)p̃i1 (γ), then as we show in the online Appendix Theorem
2 is also correct as stated.
With independence in the priors, then, nothing changes. However, there may
be negative correlation between the slope and intercept: If the probability of failure
under no effort is very low, then increasing effort cannot decrease it much further,
so χ and γ might be negatively correlated. To see how negative correlation matters,
consider the simple case where there is perfect negative correlation, so the only two
possibilities are χ, γ and χ, γ . Consider the intersection χ + γe∗ = χ + γe∗ . For
higher levels of effort eit > e∗ we have χ + γeit > χ + γe∗ meaning that success is
more likely with γ than with γ. As before, success is a signal that effort matters, so
it increases effort, while failure lowers effort. For lower levels of effort, however, we
have χ + γeit < χ + γe∗ , so for low effort levels success is a signal that effort does not
matter. As an intuitive example: for a homeowner, “failure” might be a burglary. A
homeowner with a low cost of protecting against burglars will engage in a high level
of effort. If their home is broken into they will conclude that effort does not matter
very much, and reduce their effort. By contrast a homeowner with a high cost of
protecting against burglary will engage in a low level of effort. Thus break-ins will
lead them to infer that burglary is more likely than they had suspected and increase
their level of effort.
In general we expect that agents have more precise and accurate beliefs about the
overall chance of success than about how success is influenced by effort. In particular,
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this seems plausible in the Dell and Querubin [7] and Lee [16] examples discussed
above, especially in Dell and Querubin [7] where most of the data is for high-effort
villages. However, this may not be true in other contexts.
The possibility of a threshold below which success signals effort does not matter
raises some additional issues relevant for empirical work. On the positive side, if
the sample is split more or less equally between those above and below the effort
threshold e∗ , then the positive and negative effects may more or less cancel out
so that the learning effect is small. Conversely, if the sample is largely below the
threshold then the learning effect is reversed, so that if we are uncertain whether
agents are more likely to be above or below the threshold, we cannot even be certain
of which direction the learning effect goes, so the estimated threshold effect cannot
be taken as a bound on the true preference effect.
4.5. Non-Myopic Agents
If agents are not myopic they will consider the effect of their first-period effort on
their expected second-period value. Let v̂(pit , cit ) = maxeit v(eit | pit , cit ) represent
the myopic utility from the optimal effort decision. Letting pi2 (Di1 |ei1 ) represent the
posterior as a function of the outcome and the first period effort the expected second
period value is given by
Vi2 (ei1 ) = pi2 (ei1 )v̂(pi2 (1|ei1 ), ci2 (1)) + (1 − pi2 (ei1 ))v̂(pi2 (0|ei1 ), ci2 (0)).
This complicates the first period problem because Vi2 (ei1 ) is not quadratic in ei1 and
indeed may even fail to be concave. Nevertheless Vi2 is continuous, so there is an
optimal first period choice of effort, but this choice is different when the agent is
patient rather than myopic. We now explain how this impacts our results.
Theorem 2 does not depend upon how first period effort is chosen. Our results on
regression discontinuity are not based on first period observations at all, but only on
second period comparisons, so they are valid regardless of how first period effort is
chosen. The situation for difference-in-differences is more complicated. We already
observed that the waters are muddied if beliefs are heterogeneous. When the agent
is patient, heterogeneity in cost also muddies the waters. The reason we get clean
results with homogeneous beliefs and heterogeneity only in costs is that first period
effort is linear in first period cost, so cancels out of the calculation. Once first period
effort is non-linear and perhaps even non-monotone in first period cost, difference-indifferences faces an additional confounding factor in that the first and second period
cost difference effects no longer cancel out.
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Finally, we can say something about the effect on first period effort of relaxing
the myopia assumption. If we use the envelope theorem to compute the derivative
of second period utility with respect to effort we find
Vi20 (ei1 ) = [(v̂(pi2 (1|ei1 ), ci2 (1)) − v̂(pi2 (0|ei1 ), ci2 (0))) p0 (1|e1 )] +


f (γ − γ) [ei2 (1) − ei2 (0)] p(1|e1 ) + f (γ − γ)ei2 (0) .
Here there are two effects. The first effect is due to the impact of first-period effort
increasing the probability of success. If success lowers second period costs it leads
to a positive utility differential and this effect is positive, otherwise it might not
be. The second effect is the informational effect: Increasing effort makes the signal
more informative, which improves second period decision making. Since the optimal
first-period effort for a myopic agent is given by the unique solution of the firstorder condition, strictly increasing the derivative by adding the positive expression
δVi20 (ei1 ) (where δ is the discount factor) necessarily shifts the optimum to the right.
Thus, when success lowers second period costs a non-myopic agent exerts greater
effort, and from Theorem 2 the learning effect is stronger.
4.6. Imperfectly Correlated Effectiveness of Effort
We have assumed that the effectiveness γ of effort is exactly the same in each
period. More generally, there might be two different parameters γ1 , γ2 in the two
periods. In the extreme case where these are independent, learning about γ1 does
not change beliefs about γ2 , and the learning effect vanishes. However, if the binary
random variables γ1 , γ2 are positively correlated, the learning effect will be positive
as well, though smaller than in our case of perfect correlation. For example, if first
period effort describes effort in high school, and second period effort describes effort
in college, then agents might believe that there is imperfect positive correlation in
the γ’s, which would reduce the gap between the estimated treatment effect and the
preference effect.
4.7. Learning From Others
In our learning model, agents learn only from their own experience. In practice,
agents may learn from the experiences of others as well: villagers may learn about
which other villages have been bombed, and students may learn about the efforts and
outcomes of friends and relations. If this learning takes place before the initial effort
decision then the agents should have fairly tight priors. It follows from Theorem 3
that the W A`E will be small, so both for regression discontinuity and difference-indifference the estimated treatment effect will be close to the preference effect. On
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the other hand, if agents learn from the experience of others after the initial effort
decision has already been taken, we expect the learning effect to be larger, because
a larger number of conditionally independent signals should lead to more variation
in posterior beliefs.
5. Conclusion
The use of natural experiments in empirical work has greatly contributed to our
understanding of economic phenomena by directing researchers to obtain more revealing data, better instruments, and develop improved techniques. Here we have
pointed out, as have others, that this is a complement for theory, not a substitute.
Randomness and explanatory power are necessary but not sufficient for the identification of a structural parameter, because the interpretation of empirical analyses
typically requires either an explicit model or an implicit one. Specifically, when selection into the treatment depends on the agents’ effort, being treated may provide
the agents with information that influences their behavior. As we have shown, this
can lead to quite different policy recommendations than when the learning effect is
absent. In addition, we have suggested cases where the learning effect is likely to
be negligible. For example, when using regression discontinuity analysis to analyze
elections, the success or failure of a candidate does not add information to the vote
differential. To make our points most clearly, we have made strong functional form
assumptions, but we expect the points that we have articulated here to apply much
more generally.
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